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Talk about Noah’s Ark and many people 
today will think you are talking about an 
ancient myth or mythology.  This is 
understandable from an atheistic and 
secular world that reduces the Bible to 
fable of tribes gathered around campfires.  
Many Christian churches also would 
consider the story of Noah a fable that 
should be discounted when we read 
scripture. This leads us to the question, 
was Noah’s ark and flood a real event?  
And if it wasn’t can we really trust what the 
Bible says?  This is really an attack on 
God’s Word. 
 Noah is referred to as a real person 8 
times in the New Testament.  Matthew, 
Luke, Hebrews and Peter refer to Noah as 
existing and the flood as real.  Jesus 
commented on Noah’s flood as if it was a 
real event, and Noah was a real person.  
Maybe Jesus did not consult our modern 
experts. If the flood and Noah did not 
happen, then Jesus was wrong. 
 
36 “But of that day and hour no one knows, not even 
the angels of heaven,[e] but My Father only. 37 But as 
the days of Noah were, so also will the coming of the 

Son of Man be. 38 For as in the days before the flood, they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until 
the day that Noah entered the ark, 39 and did not know until the flood came and took them all away, so also will the 
coming of the Son of Man be.  Matthew 24:36-39 

 
According to Jesus, the Second Coming is just as real as the “the days of Noah”.  So if Noah and 
flood were not real, neither is the Second Coming. The attack on Noah’s ark is an attack on the 
Bible both Old and New Testaments.  To reject the flood account of scripture leads us to reject 
the Bible as a whole.  This is the reason we need to defend the case for a “Literal” flood. 

 
Is there evidence for a worldwide flood? 

 
5 For this they willfully forget: that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth standing out of 
water and in the water, 6 by which the world that then existed perished, being flooded with water. 7 But the 
heavens and the earth which are now preserved by the same word, are reserved for fire until the Day of 
Judgment and perdition of ungodly men.  2 Peter 3:-7 

 
The evidence for a worldwide flood is overwhelming for those willing to examine the evidence.  
What the Bible tells us happened is validated in the fossil and geologic records.  All throughout 
the earth we find massive amounts of sedimentary deposits that were left by a worldwide flood.  
 
1... Sedimentary Deposits. 

Reason 9: The Evidence of Worldwide flood 
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These are deposits that are left as the result of 
sediment from bodies of water.  Sedimentary deposits 
include, Coal, Oil, Limestone, shale and other types of 
material as result upheavals in the world. Ask yourself 
the question, where did oil and coal come from?  How 
did they get beneath the earth surface, including the 
ocean?  Where did Limestone come from?   
 Oil is also called “Fossil fuels” because Oil is 
made up of dead animal and vegetable matter.  How 
did dead animals and vegetation get under thousands 
of feet earth surface? Well the answer is simple if you 
have a biblical worldview; they are sedimentary 

deposits of a worldwide flood which covered the earth.  Coal like Oil is also from dead living 
matter now part of the earth surface being mined now as fuel. Both Coal and Oil can be found 
throughout the earth, at various levels of the earth surface. 
 

2.Limestone 
 Limestone is another type of stone which was once living 
organisms including coral and other types of shell life.  All 
throughout the world Limestone is found in abundant 
quantities.  How did this mass of life get accumulated and 
deposited?  Simple, the Bible tells us a worldwide flood 
destroyed all life on the surface of the earth, massive 
upheavals would have also affected the oceans causing the 
limestone deposits we have today.  The Limestone Cliffs of 
Dover are power example to the extent of life before the 
flood.  
 Sedimentary layers are deposited all over the earth 
showing the remains of the water flow as flood waters 
receded after the flood.  
 

 
3. Whale and shell remains 
 
The Bible tells us that waters covered the earth, even to the highest 
mountain.  Fifteen cubits is 22-feet. So 
does the evidence affirm what the Bible 
says?   
 
Gen 7:19-20 
(19)  And the waters prevailed so mightily on the 
earth that all the high mountains under the whole 
heaven were covered. (20)  The waters prevailed 
above the mountains, covering them fifteen cubits 
deep. 

 
Whales on mountain tops and deserts 

 
 
So if that is the case, do we find sea animals in places they 
should not be?  The answer is yes.  Whale bones have been 
found at the tops of mountains along with sea shell deposits; this 
would confirm the biblical account of worldwide events.   Here are two examples of whale 
skeletons left behind as flood waters receded.  The first one is on the Andes Mountain and the 
other is in the desert of Egypt. How did these get to the tops of the mount or desert in Egypt?   
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Clam shells on Mt. Everest, the tallest mountain 
 
 Also in addition to whale bones sea shells have been found at the top of 
Mt. Everest the highest mountain on earth.  Sir Edmond Hillary in 1953 
climbed to the top of the mountain and recorded find sea shells and other 
sedimentary rock at the top.  

 
4. Bent Rock Layers 

 
The fossil-bearing geologic record 
consists of tens of thousands of feet of 
sedimentary layers, though not all these 

layers are found everywhere around the globe, and their 
thickness varies from place to place. At most locations only a 
small portion is available to view, such as about 4,500 feet (1371 
m) of strata in the walls of the Grand Canyon. 
 
Uniformitarian (long-age) geologists believe that these 
sedimentary layers were deposited and deformed over the past 
500 million years. If it really did take millions of years, then individual sediment layers would have 
been deposited slowly and the sequences would have been laid down sporadically. In contrast, if 
the global cataclysmic Genesis Flood deposited all these strata in a little more than a year, then 
the individual layers would have been deposited in rapid succession, one on top of the other. 
 
Do we see evidence in the walls of the Grand Canyon that the sedimentary layers were all laid 
down in quick succession? Yes, absolutely! 
 
The previous article in this series documented the lack of evidence for slow and gradual erosion 
at the boundaries between the sediment layers. This article explores evidence that the entire 
sequence of sedimentary strata was still soft during subsequent folding, and the strata 
experienced only limited fracturing. These rock layers should have broken and shattered during 
the folding, unless the sediment was still relatively soft and pliable. 

 

Solid Rock Breaks When Bent 

When solid, hard rock is bent (or folded) it 
invariably fractures and breaks because it is 
brittle (Figure 1) Rock will bend only if it is still 
soft and pliable—“plastic” like modeling clay or 
children’s Playdough. If such modeling clay is 
allowed to dry out, it is no longer pliable but hard 
and brittle, so any attempt to bend it will cause it 
to break and shatter. 

When water deposits sediments in a layer, some 
water is left behind, trapped between the sediment grains. Clay particles may also be among the 
sediment grains. As other sedimentary layers are laid on top of the deposits, the pressure 
squeezes the sedimentary particles closer together and forces out much of the water. The earth’s 
internal heat may also remove water from the sediment. As the sediment layer dries out, the 
chemicals that were in the water and between the clay particles convert into a natural cement. 
This cement transforms the originally soft and wet sediment layer into a hard, brittle rock layer. 
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This process, known 
technically as diagenesis, 
can be exceedingly rapid.2 It 
is known to occur within 
hours but generally takes 
days or months, depending 
on the prevailing conditions. 
It doesn’t take millions of 
years, even under today’s 
slow-and-gradual geologic 
conditions. 

5. Vertical Trees through 
Coal Sediment 

How can a fossilized tree stand vertical through horizontal coal 
deposits? This is evidence for catastrophic sedimentary event 
such as a flood. The coal did not develop around a tree for millions 
of years, while the tree stood still. There are countless examples 
of these type of remains which can only be explained by a single 
event. This is known as "Polystrate Fossil" 

 

  


